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ON THE COMPLETENESS-NUMBER OF A FINITE GRAPH
IVAN HAVEL, Praha

(Received March 6, 1964)
In this note the method of adjoining a graph G' to a given finite nondirected graph G without isolated vertices is described and the equality
co(G) =- %(G') is proved.

We shall deal with finite non-directed simple graphs without loops. The complete
ness-number co(G) of the graph G is defined as follows;
Definition 1. We shall say that the system @ of the complete subgraphs of the
graph G — (U9 H} covers G, if every vertex « G [ / and every edge he H belongs to
some subgraph F e ©. The smallest cardinality of the system @ covering G is called
the completeness-number of the graph G and denoted by co(G).
Note. Let G = <U, H>, a$U9 Gl = ( ( / u {a}9 H); let a be an isolated vertex
of the graph Gx. Then obviously, c0(Gx) = <o(G) + 1.
On investigating the completeness-number of the graph G we are enabled, according
to the note above, to pass over to the graph which is obtained by removing the isolated
vertices of the graph G.
Definition 2. We say that the edges hl9 h2 of the graph G are quasineighbours,
if hi #= h2 and hl9 h2 both belong to a certain complete subgraph of G.
Let G = <U, //> be the graph without isolated vertices. We shall denote by G' =
= <l/', H'> the graph, which satisfies the following conditions:
Condition 1: the edges of G correspond uniquely to the vertices of G' (let us denote
the one-to-one mapping of the set H onto the set U' by <p).
Condition 2: the vertices u\9 u2 of the graph G' are connected by a certain edge
in G' if and only if the corresponding edges, i.e. <p-1(wi) and cp"1^) are not quasineighbours in G.
If G is an arbitrary graph without isolated vertices, then obviously there exists just
one graph G' with the required properties (with the exception of isomorphism).
Theorem. Let G be the graph without isolated vertices. Then
a)(G) = Z ( C ) ,
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where G' is the graph satisfying the conditions 1 and 2 and x(G') is its chromatic
number.
Proof: Let G = <U, H} be an arbitrary graph satisfying the condition of the
theorem. Let u§ construct the graph G' = <(/', H'> satisfying the conditions 1 and 2.
Let 2t be its chromatic decomposition (i.e. 2( is the decomposition of the set U' and
if u'u u2 e A, A e 2t, then u\ and u2 are not connected by any edge in G'). We shall
construct the system @ of complete subgraphs G covering G, which has the same
cardinality as 21 has. For each A e 2t let us define
UA = {ue U; there exists h e (p"1(A) so that u is its end vertex} .
The subgraph UA of the graph G, which is induced by the set of vertices UA (i.e. the
graph <UA, (UA x UA) n H» is obviously complete. Let @ = {UA; A e 21}. @ is the
required system covering G. We have proved the inequality co(G) 2g x(G').
Let now @ be an arbitrary system of complete subgraphs of the graph G covering G.
We shall construct the chromatic decomposition 21 of the graph G' satisfying the
following inequality: card 21 g card @.
For each Fe@, if F = <V, K>, we put 0F = (p(K). Let us denote the system
{0'F; F e @} by 2l0. For each F e @ 0'F is the set of internal stability of the graph G\
because two arbitrary edges of the complete subgraph F are quasineighbours. The
system @ covers G, hence it covers each edge of the graph G too. Of necessity, each
vertex u' e U' belongs to some 0'F e 2f0. Therefore, 2t0 is the covering of U'. Starting
from the system 2t0, we shall construct the systems 2t0, 2tj,..., 2tm as follows: if A,
B e %h A n B ==
j 0 (/ ^ 0), we replace the set B by the set B - A if B - A 4= 0.
If B — A = 0, then the set B will be left out. After a finite number of steps we get
the system 2tm, which is the chromatic decomposition of the set U'. We shall put
21 = %m; thus card 21 S card % = card @ holds. Hence x(G') <: w(G) q.e.d.
Note. Let Gt = <L7, H> be an arbitrary graph. There need not always exist such
a graph G that G' = Gj (G' denotes the graph adjoined to the graph G satisfying the
conditions 1 and 2). The necessary condition for the existence of such a graph is the
following
condition 3: the intersection of an arbitrary system of maximal (in the sense of
inclusion) complete subgraphs of the graph G\ has a number of vertices equal to some
of the numbers 0, 1, 3,..., k(k — l)/2,... Here G* is the complementary graph
to Gl taken without the loops, i.e.
G* =

(U,{(u,v);u*v,(u,v)$H}},

by the intersection of the system consisting of one maximal complete subgraph we
understand the subgraph itself and the numbers 0, 1, 3,..., k(k — l)/2,... determine
the number of edges in a complete subgraph of the order 1, 2,..., k,...
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The condition 3, however, is not sufficient for the existence of graph G. This can
be seen from the example of graph Gx such that G* = G u u G12 u G 1 3 consists of
three complete hexagons:
Gu = <{w*; 1 S i S

6}, {(uh Uj); i * j , 1 ^ i, j g

6}>,

Gi2 = <{",-; 4

9}, {(iilf My); i * I, 4

9}> ,

=

i £

=

*, I £

G13 = <{uf; 7 = * g 12}, {(M|, ii,); i #= j , 7 = i, j £ 12}> .
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Уу1аЬ
О С18ЕЕ ^ЗР^N08ТI К О Ш С ^ Н О СЖАРУ
IVАN НАVЕ^, РгаЬа

V ргас1 ]е розап ]\&1у гр&ьоЪ, ^ак рпгасШ ёапёти копеспёти пеоппе!:оуапёти
§гаги С Ъех 1го1оуап^сЬ иг1й §гаГ С ^е ёокагапа ГОУПОЗ* со(С) = х(О'), кёе со(0)
1е Й81о йр1по811 §гаги С а х(Ог) ]ъ сЬготайскё с181о §гаги С. со(С) зе ёейтуе ^ако
педоет! тоЬиШоз!; 8оиз1ауу @ йр1п^сЬ рос1§гагй §гаГи С, рокг^уа^с! О (Ц. узесЬпу
иг1у а Ьгапу С),
Резюме

О ЧИСЛЕ ПОЛНОТЫ КОНЕЧНОГО ГРАФА
ИВАН ГАВЕЛ (^ап НаVг1), Прага

В заметке описан определенный способ сопоставления заданному конечному
неориентированному графу О без изолированных вершин графа С, и доказано,
что имеет место равенство со(0) = х(С% где со(0) — число полноты графа С
и
х{р') ~~ хроматическое число графа О'. со(0) определяется как наименьшая
мощность системы @ полных подграфов графа Сг, покрывающей О (т. е. все
вершины и ребра С).
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